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V7.6 Release Notes
YPLM#
541

Feature List

542

Admin Folder: New System Configuration settings:
 AutoPageApproved: This setting applies to the Style Workflow subpages. When
enabled, determines whether the main bubble is approved based on one approval, and
when all bubbles are approved the main bubble will also be approved.
 DisabledMaterialColorPending: This setting applies to the Material Folder. When
enabled, colors are directly added to the material by skipping the pending option.
 DisableBOMPending: This setting applies to the Style BOM page. When enabled,
materials are directly added to a style by skipping the pending option.
 PC1-4: This setting applies to the Style Header. When enabled, allows the user to
replace the default name for the 1st set and so on, when using multiple sets.
Application Configuration: The User profile page and Admin User list are now configurable.

543

Application Configuration: The Style Header detail tab is now configurable.

262

BI Folder: The BI Folder contains a new report named “Style Summary and Status” which
includes new filters like style status, and sample status etc.
BI Folder: New Sample #’s, from Style Sample Request and Material Request, are reflected in
the BI reports and print previews.
Application Configuration: Clients can configure the Construction Detail areas, Control Panel,
and Style workflow page by hiding, grouping or renaming fields to fit the business purpose.
Control Panel: The Measurement Template Size Range field now expands to fit longer size
range descriptions.
Material Folder: The Material Request Colors tab area has been updated to include batch
update capabilities.
Control Panel, Material Folder, Style Care: The Care Control Panel entries have been updated
to include a rank order function. The Material Folder now includes a Care page option which
allows you to fill in care detail against each material. The Style Care workflow page has been
updated to include a Select BOM button, which will populate the Care page detail based on the
chosen BOM.
Material Folder: Users can create material size templates and use them with materials that
require defined sizes. For example, Material Type = Trims.
Measurement Page: The Style Measurement Sample printouts have been updated to include
the measurement image.
Measurement Page: When creating or selecting a Measurement Template on the Style
Measurement workflow page, a user will now have a filtered list of templates based on the
Size Range and Size Class from the style header. The user can then change the search filter to
see other options.
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549
Sample Request: Every Sample Request and Material Request now includes a system
generated sample reference number, located within the header.
547
Style Folder: The Style Folder’s Text-Image workflow page now includes a Text-Only and
Image-Only printout option.
537
Style Folder: The Style Folder’s Text-Image workflow page now includes a Text-Only and
Image-Only option.
544
Style Folder: The BOL Control Panel and BOL Style workflow page now includes the SAM
(Standard Allowed Minutes) field to define the time at operation level.

YPLM#

Defect List

592

Adobe Illustrator Plugin: Updated an issue where users received an error upon opening the AI
Plugin’s Image Folder.

420

Application Configuration: Corrected an issue where Styles outside of the Line List were not
configurable.
Application Configuration: Corrected an issue where Styles within the Line List were not
configurable.
Application Configuration: Corrected a configurability issue where some new style types
resulted in not allowing a user to add new fields for a Style Tech Pack.
Application Configuration: Corrected an issue where the ‘StyleThemeID’ EAV field was
available for inclusion within the Style Header, however, not the Style Search or Line List
Search areas.
Application Configuration: Updated the Sourcing Folder to contain “expression field”
configurability.
Application Configuration: Corrected an error in the Sourcing Folder Quotation area while
saving new configurability fields.
BOM: Corrected an issue with a blank BOM and Color preview printout after adding materials
and colors yet not saving colors.
BOM: Corrected a BOM Dimensional error which resulted from using a comma in the Quantity
field.
Color Folder: Corrected the Color chips AUTOID when creating new colors with the AI Plugin.
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Color Folder: Corrected an issue where removing seasonal colors from a Material resulted in a
screen closure.
Control Panel: Corrected an error message which appeared when attempting to save a
measurement template while the app setting key ‘DisplaySizeDescription’ is set to True.
Line List: Corrected an issue where a user was unable to create a Style # while in the Line List.
Line List: Creating a new line list resulted in a loading error when quick fill is selected and the
size range is not displayed.
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384
Material Folder: Corrected an issue when removing colors from a Material even when linked
to a Style.
355
Sample Request: Corrected an issue where sizes were mixed within the print preview for a
Sample Request – Multi-Sample.
392
Sample Request, srmOn: Updated the Sample Requests to reflect an unshared Style and no
longer share comments with a srmOn partner.
323
srmOn: Updated SrmOn to include 3D files in the Material Requests.
496

Style Folder: The Style – Text/Image workflow page now allows users to enter unlimited text
within the Text area.

395

Style Folder: Updated and expanded the print preview to fit the unlimited text entered in the
Style Text/Image workflow page.
Style SKU Page: Corrected an error which occurred within the Style SKU page not transferring
the selected Size – Alteration selections.
Style SKU Page: Updated the Style SKU edit page to include the page number and record bar.
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